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The secret to successfully growing marijuana is to completely understand the composition and

growth patterns of the different strains in order to choose the right one for your given location. This

book will show you how to easily grow marijuana from the comfort of your own home. The key is

creating an environment that'll allow the specific strain you're cultivating to reach its full growth

potential. Growing marijuana without any guidance can be a daunting task, even for those who have

experience growing herbs. This book will teach you everything you need to know in order to go from

a cannabis-growing novice to a seasoned veteran. Whether your intentions are to simply provide a

supply for your own personal consumption or to start your own grow op, this book will get you off the

ground and ensure you're fully equipped to maximize your plant growth, both short term and long

term. Take advantage of this exciting time in marijuana consumption, and begin your own growing

operation right at home! Here's a preview of what you'll learn: Differences between cannabis strains

and how to choose the best one for youWhich location to choose that will maximize growth and

longevityProven methods of maintaining cannabis growth in any type of environmentLittle-known

ways to double production without spending a dimeThe best storing methods for your fully grown

budsWhere to find the best technology and tools to aid your cannabis production
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I'm a total beginner on growing marijuana and have to say that I wasn't expecting that much from

this book but it really was informative and filled with good and to the point informations. I was



interested in the topic because of the changing political situation in some states. Now I feel informed

what it means to grow marijuana and how to do it properly. Thanks for the valuable content.

This is a great book, the information provided is detailed and thorough - description of the plant,

where it can be grown (which is basically anywhere), irrigation etc. The author is clear to mention

that finding a location to growing marijuana is very important. You can choose to have your crop out

in the open (of course you would have to choose a location where growing marijuana is legal) but

the disadvantage of this is that 'uninvited friends' will pop by and reap your hard work!The other

alternative is to keep your little marijuana crop a secret - tell no one! Good book. I can see that this

author thoroughly researched this topic to cover all avenues of growing marijuana.

It's a bit short to cover the entire process, but it gives you the basics and answers many of the

questions you would have if you have not tried to grow it in the past. You can find most of the details

in You Tube videos if you prefer that type of media.

Even though Iâ€™m not personally interested in growing marijuana anytime in the near future, I

picked this book up because my state is considering legalization.I was surprised at how engaging

the book was right from the start and I really like the authorâ€™s writing style and how informative

this book is.It was a fun, quick read and if I ever need or want to grow marijuana I definitely have all

the information I need to do so. ï•Š

came across this book while searching for info on medicinal marijuana. A very close friend was

diagnosed with a rare spinal cancer and unfortunately just had his last dose of chemo...that's it :( I

want to help him if I can with lots of info about this herb. this book was amazing and detailed.

everything from A to Z in this book!! I'd definitely recommend this book to anybody wanting lots of

detailed info whether it be medicinal or recreational!

I am not familiar with the subject but I'm aware of it's growing production around the world. This

book cover the theme of processing of marijuana in this times when it's legalization seems to be

matter of time according to some people. I'm not sure if this will happen but I know that the demand

of this product is rising and that for some people is a business opportunity whether it is inside or

outside the law. I got to say that the author was creative while writing this book!



The author seems to really know what he's talking about. This short but sweet eBook will tell you

everything you need to know in order to start growing your own cannabis. Covers everything from

choosing the right strain to maintaining your plants.

This book gave me all the necessary information I needed start growing for myself! The author does

a great job making this book simple and easy to follow and has made growing a fun and easy hobby

of mine. Thanks!
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